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Bilevel Model-Based Discriminative Dictionary
Learning for Recognition
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Abstract— Most supervised dictionary learning methods
optimize the combinations of reconstruction error, sparsity prior,
and discriminative terms. Thus, the learnt dictionaries may not
be optimal for recognition tasks. Also, the sparse codes learning
models in the training and the testing phases are inconsistent.
Besides, without utilizing the intrinsic data structure, many
dictionary learning methods only employ the 0 or 1 norm to
encode each datum independently, limiting the performance of
the learnt dictionaries. We present a novel bilevel model-based
discriminative dictionary learning method for recognition tasks.
The upper level directly minimizes the classification error, while
the lower level uses the sparsity term and the Laplacian term
to characterize the intrinsic data structure. The lower level is
subordinate to the upper level. Therefore, our model achieves an
overall optimality for recognition in that the learnt dictionary
is directly tailored for recognition. Moreover, the sparse codes
learning models in the training and the testing phases can be
the same. We further propose a novel method to solve our
bilevel optimization problem. It first replaces the lower level
with its Karush–Kuhn–Tucker conditions and then applies the
alternating direction method of multipliers to solve the equivalent
problem. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
and robustness of our method.
Index Terms— Sparse representation, dictionary learning,
bilevel optimization, recognition, alternating direction method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
PARSE representation has been widely used in signal
processing and computer vision, such as signal reconstruction [1], image denosing [2], and recognition [3]–[5],
yielding state-of-the-art performance. Its main idea is to
represent a signal/sample by a linear combination of a few
atoms from a learnt dictionary. Thus, the dictionary quality is
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an important factor in sparse representation based methods.
For example, sparse representation classification (SRC) [3]
directly uses the training data as the dictionary and achieves
great success in face recognition. Unfortunately, SRC breaks
down when the training data are wildly corrupted, because
using the noisy data as the dictionary distorts the structure of
data [6]–[9]. To resolve this issue, many dictionary learning
methods have been proposed. Based upon whether utilizing
supervised information in the training phase, one can roughly
divide these dictionary learning methods into two kinds:
unsupervised methods and supervised ones.
Among unsupervised methods, the method of optimal directions (MOD) [10] and KSVD [1] are classical. Note that these
two methods solve the same dictionary model. They only
differ in the optimization methods. At each iteration, MOD
uses the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm [11]
to find a sparse representation and updates the dictionary by
solving a least squares problem, while KSVD updates the
representation and the dictionary with singular value decomposition (SVD) to accelerate convergence. There are also other
performance-impressive methods, such as [12]–[14]. Unsupervised methods construct a dictionary by minimizing the
reconstruction error of original samples. Such methods have
achieved promising results in signal representation and reconstruction and have also been used for other purposes, such as
recognition [3], [15]–[18].
Supervised dictionary learning methods exploit the class
labels of the training data, thus can obtain better classification
performance than unsupervised methods. In [4], Zhang et al.
propose a discriminative KSVD (D-KSVD) dictionary learning method. They consider not only the reconstruction error
but also the classification error in their model and utilize
KSVD to solve their model. Jiang et al. [5] present a label
consistent KSVD (LC-KSVD) dictionary learning method.
They explicitly incorporate a label consistency constraint,
called the discriminative sparse-code error, and an optimal
classification performance criterion into the objective function
and solve their model with the KSVD algorithm. Similarly,
Mairal et al. [19] and Lian et al. [20] consider the logistic
loss function in their models, while Yange et al. [21] and
Wang et al. [22] adopt the hinge loss function as the discriminative criterion. There are also other discriminative criteria
to guide discriminative dictionary learning. Yang et al. [8]
and Zhou et al. [23] propose two Fisher discrimination based
dictionary learning approaches. Their models encourage the
sparse representation coefficients to have small within-class
scatter but large between-class scatter. Supervised methods
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usually incorporate discriminative terms into the objective
functions directly to learn discriminative dictionaries.
However, there are three drawbacks in the aforementioned
methods. Firstly, unsupervised methods, without utilizing
supervised discriminative information, learn dictionaries only
by minimizing the reconstruction error of original samples.
Minimizing the reconstruction error may not be closely
related to the recognition task that follows. Indeed, recent
works [4], [5], [8], [19]–[24] all indicate that supervised
dictionary learning methods can yield higher-quality dictionaries and achieve better performance in recognition tasks.
Secondly, almost all the aforementioned supervised methods
minimize the combinations of the reconstruction error and
the classification error (or other discriminative terms), rather
than the final goal of discriminative dictionary learning, i.e.,
the classification error. So the classification using the learnt
dictionaries may not be optimal. Another side effect is that
the problems for computing the sparse codes in the training
and the testing phases have to be different, making the models
inconsistent. Finally, most of the unsupervised and supervised
dictionary learning methods only employ the 0 or 1 norm
as the sparsity constraint for dictionary learning. As a result,
each sample is encoded independently. Such a mechanism
may not take advantage of the structure information of data
sufficiently. Actually, the authors of [7], [9], and [25]–[28]
all point out that given a dictionary the nonzero coefficients
of samples from the same class should cluster, such that
they accord with the clustering in the sample space. Thus,
seeking the sparsest representation of a sample might not be
the best criterion. So the authors of [25]–[28] all employ mixed
norms (such as q /1 ) as the sparsity criteria to encourage
group sparsity of representation. Zhang et al. [7] propose a
low-rank representation based dictionary learning (LRRDL)
method to capture the data structure. Later they introduce an
ideal coding based regularization term into the LRRDL model
to learn a structured low-rank dictionary. This new method
is called the SLRRDL method. Sun et al. [9] construct a
class-specific dictionary by adding a weighted group sparse
constraint. Compared with the methods that each sample is
encoded independently, these methods can utilize data structure information more sufficiently, hence can achieve better
performance in recognition tasks.
In this paper, aiming at overcoming the above three drawbacks, we propose a novel bilevel model based discriminative
dictionary learning (BMDDL) method for recognition tasks.
Unlike other supervised dictionary learning methods that optimize the combinations of the classification error and other
criteria (such as reconstruction error and sparsity constraint),
BMDDL directly minimizes the classification error. It is a
bilevel optimization model. The upper level aims at minimizing the classification loss, while the lower level aims at
characterizing the intrinsic data structure. The objective of
lower level is subordinate to that of the upper level. By this
way, the dictionary is learnt to minimize the classification
error directly. In addition, the problems for computing the
sparse codes in the training and the testing phases can be the
same. So our model is consistent. What is more, in the lower
level we use the Laplacian regularization and sparsity penalty

to encourage group sparsity of representation. Therefore, the
lower level encourages samples from the same class to have
similar sparse codes and those from different classes to have
dissimilar sparse representations. Such a mechanism leads
to a high quality learnt dictionary, which encourages the
representations of samples to preserve the geometric structure within data. At last, we propose a novel method to
solve our bilevel model. As far as we know, bilevel model
based dictionary learning methods usually use the stochastic
subgradient method [29] to solve their models [30], [31].
We replace the lower level problem with its Karush-KuhnTucker (KKT) conditions, which are equality and inequality
constraints. Thus we can use the alternating direction method
(ADM) of multipliers [32] to solve this equivalent model. The
advantage of our approach is that in each iteration we do not
have to solve the lower level problem exactly in order to obtain
a subgradient of the upper level objective function. Moreover,
it is unnecessary to deduce the (sub)gradient via implicit
differentiation, which is rather complex when the lower level
objective function is non-differentiable, e.g., involving the 1
norm for sparsity.
Although Yang et al. [31], Mairal et al. [30],
Tao et al. [33], and Lobel et al. [34] also use bilevel
models to learn discriminative dictionaries, our method is
different from theirs. Firstly, the model by Yang et al. [31] is
for learning two dictionaries that couple two signal spaces. Its
upper level is to minimize the difference between the sparse
codes in the two spaces. The model is unsupervised and
targets on image superresolution, not recognition tasks. The
model by Tao et al. [33] is for semantic segmentation. The
upper level minimizes the conditional random field energy
function, which is usually used for semantic segmentation,
rather than image classification. The task-driven dictionary
learning (TDDL) model by Mairal et al. [30] is for recognition
as its upper level optimizes the classification error. In [30]
and [33], the lower level considers the reconstruction error
and the sparsity of representation, but it only adopts the 1
norm as the sparsity constraint. No structure information
of data is considered. By comparison, our model employs
the Laplacian regularization to preserve the data structure.
Lobel et al. [34] also propose a bilevel model aiming at
learning more compact representations for recognition tasks.
Its upper level minimizes the combination of the loss function
of a linear SVM and the regularization on dictionary. Thus,
it also has the second drawback we mentioned previously
that the learnt dictionary is optimal for the combination,
rather than the classification loss. Accordingly, the dictionary
may not be the most discriminative for recognition tasks. Its
lower level uses the max-pooling operator to select a few
visual dictionary words to construct more compact features.
While our upper level only minimizes the classification
loss of a linear classifier, which can avoid the second
drawback, and our lower level adopts the 1 norm and
the Laplacian regularization to encourage group sparsity.
Secondly, [30], [31], and [33] all use the stochastic subgradient
method to solve their models. At each iteration, in order to
obtain a good descent direction (subgradient), they need to
solve a LASSO problem in the lower level at reasonably
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good numerical precision, which is computationally expensive
when the scale of a dictionary is large [5], [12], [35]. Besides,
they use the subgradient of the upper level objective to
update the dictionary, which is known to be very slow.
By comparison, our optimization method utilizes the KKT
conditions to transform the lower level problem into equality
and inequality constraints. The equivalent problem can
be solved by ADM [32]. In this way, the lower level
problem needs not be solved at high precision in each
iteration. The KKT conditions only need to be met when
convergence. Therefore, our method could be much faster.
Lobel et al. [34] use an alternating minimization algorithm
based on the CCCP algorithm [36], which is designed
for unconstraint optimization problems whose objective is
decomposed as the sum of a convex and a concave term.
Thus, the applicability of this optimization method is limited.
Note that Laplacian regularization has been utilized in
dictionary learning, e.g., Gao et al. [17] present a Laplacian
sparse coding (LSC) method. However, LSC is a unilevel
optimization model and is unsupervised, while ours is a bilevel
model and supervised. Guo et al. [18] propose a pairwise
constraint based discriminative dictionary learning method,
named DDL-PC. They also incorporate a Laplacian term with
a linear classifier to jointly learn a discriminative dictionary
and a classifier. However, their model is unilevel, which cannot
avoid the second drawback we mentioned above, i.e., nonoptimality for classification and model inconsistency. We will
discuss the differences between unilevel models and bilevel
models in more detail in Section IV. Another difference is
that in the testing phase, Guo et al. [18] solve a LASSO
problem to compute the sparse codes of testing samples, while
we further consider the data structure and solve the lower level
optimization problem, i.e., problem (22), to compute the sparse
representations of testing samples.
In summary, our main contributions include:
1) We propose a bilevel model for simultaneous discriminative dictionary learning and data classification. The
upper level directly minimizes the classification error,
while the lower level aims at characterizing the intrinsic
data structure. Our model achieves an overall optimality
in that the dictionary learning is directly connected to
recognition. Moreover, our model is consistent. Namely,
the problems for computing the sparse codes in the
training and the testing phases can be the same.
2) While most of dictionary learning methods only adopt
the 0 or 1 norm as the sparsity constraint for dictionary learning and encode each sample independently,
which ignores the data structure information, our method
employs the supervised Laplacian regularization to preserve the intrinsic data structure.
3) Unlike other bilevel model based dictionary learning
methods that employ the stochastic subgradient method
to solve their models, we propose a novel method to
solve our bilevel model. We utilize the KKT conditions
to transform the lower level problem into equality and
inequality constraints, then apply ADM to solve the
equivalent model.
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF N OTATIONS F REQUENTLY U SED IN T HIS PAPER

Extensive experimental results demonstrate the advantages
of our method.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly reviews related work on the existing dictionary learning methods. In Section III, we present our bilevel
model based discriminative dictionary learning (BMDDL)
method. We also present how to utilize the KKT conditions
and ADM to solve our bilevel model. In Section IV, we
compare unilevel models with bilevel models and argue for the
advantages of bilevel models. Section V presents experimental
results and analysis. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper
and discusses future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Since the existing dictionary learning methods can be
roughly divided into unsupervised and supervised ones, we
will briefly introduce these two kinds of methods in turn in
this section. For brevity, we summarize some frequently used
notations in Table I. Suppose that Y = [Y1 , · · · , Yn ] ∈ Rd×n
is the data matrix, in which d is the feature dimension and n
is the number of samples. D ∈ Rd×k is the dictionary we want
to learn, in which k is the number of atoms in the dictionary.
A = [ A1 , · · · , An ] ∈ Rk×n is the representation of the feature
matrix Y under the dictionary D, where Ai corresponds to the
i th sample Yi .
A. Unsupervised Dictionary Learning
Unsupervised dictionary learning methods usually minimize
the combinations of the reconstruction error and the sparsity
of the learnt representation. A typical model is:
min Y − D A2F , s.t. Di 22 ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k},
D,A

A j 0 ≤ T, ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}, (1)
where the term Y − D A2F is the reconstruction error.
A j 0 ≤ T means that the j th sample has fewer than T
nonzero entries in its representation. MOD [10] and KSVD [1]
learn a dictionary by solving problem (1). Some unsupervised
methods also consider discriminative terms in their models.
Besides, the 0 norm is often approximated by the 1 norm
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TABLE II
S UMMARY OF D ISCRIMINATIVE T ERMS IN U NSUPERVISED AND S UPER VISED D ICTIONARY L EARNING M ETHODS

But it also only employs the 1 norm and encodes each sample
independently.
In either kinds of dictionary learning methods, when computing the sparse code for a testing sample, the discriminative
term F(D, A, S) has to be dropped. So their models are
inconsistent.
III. B ILEVEL M ODEL BASED D ISCRIMINATIVE
D ICTIONARY L EARNING
In this section, we first present our bilevel model for
discriminative dictionary learning. Then we introduce a novel
method to solve our bilevel optimization problem. Finally, we
summarize our framework for recognition tasks.
A. Model for Discriminative Dictionary Learning

in order to make the models more easily solvable. A general
model can be written as:
min

D,A,S

s.t.

Y − D A2F + αA1 + β F(D, A, S),
Di 22 ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k},

(2)

where A1 is a sparse penalty term, F(D, A, S) is a
general unsupervised discriminative term, and α and β are
two positive parameters controlling the relative contribution
of the corresponding terms, respectively. Since this kind of
methods construct the discriminative term F(D, A, S) in an
unsupervised way, these methods belong to the unsupervised
category. The discriminative term of LSC [17] can be found
in Table II, where its Laplacian matrix is computed from
histogram intersection.
B. Supervised Dictionary Learning
Based on unsupervised dictionary learning methods, most
supervised methods directly add discriminative terms to the
objective functions of unsupervised methods. So a general
supervised dictionary learning model can also be formulated
as (2), where F(D, A, S) is a general supervised discriminative term. Many supervised dictionary learning methods,
such as [4], [5], [8], and [18]–[23], can be formulated as
the above dictionary learning model (2). The discriminative
terms of D-KSVD [4], LC-KSVD [5], DDL-PC [18], [19],
and [23] are summarized in Table II. Note that LC-KSVD has
two versions, LC-KSVD1 and LC-KSVD2. Please refer to [5].
With the class labels of the training data available, supervised
dictionary learning methods exploit the class discriminative
information and obtain better classification performance than
unsupervised methods in most cases. However, since their
objective functions consist of the reconstruction error and
other discriminative terms, the classification error may not be
minimized. Therefore, the learnt dictionary may not be the
most discriminative one for recognition tasks. Besides, the
1 norm cannot well capture the data structure. In [30], a
bilevel model based dictionary learning method is proposed.

We propose a bilevel model for recognition-driven discriminative dictionary learning. In a recognition task, minimizing
the classification error is the ultimate goal. Accordingly, in our
model the upper level feeds the representation Ai of the i th
sample Yi into a classifier f (Ai , W ) and directly minimizes
the classification loss. This goal is primary. The lower level
tries to capture the data structure and this goal is secondary.
Actually, in most cases the high-dimensional sample points
across multiple classes lie in multiple low-dimensional subspaces, and samples in the same class should cluster together
as a low-dimensional subspace whose intrinsic dimension is
often much smaller than the data dimension. Intuitively, given
a dictionary the nonzero coefficients of samples from the same
class should also cluster, which can be promoted by group
sparsity. To this end, we adopt the combination of the sparsity
term and the Laplacian discriminative term to encourage group
sparsity of representation. It should be pointed out that we
construct the Laplacian matrix in a supervised way. So it can
well preserve the data structure even if there exists noise in
the data. In this way, the lower level can utilize the intrinsic
data structure to optimize for the discrimination capability of
the representations with respect to a given dictionary. Such a
framework leads to a better recognition-driven dictionary. Our
model can be formulated as follows:
min

W,D

s.t.

n


ϕ(h i , f (Ai , W )) + λW 2F ,

i=1


1
β 
A = arg min Y − D A2F +αA1 + tr AL A T ,
A 2
2
Di 22 ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k},
(3)

where Ai ∈ Rd is the representation of the i th sample and W is
the parameter matrix of classifier f (·, W ). h i is the 0-1 binary
label vector of the i th sample, where the position of 1 indicates
the class of Yi . ϕ is a classification loss function. A1 is a
sparse penalty term. L ∈ Rn×n is the Laplacian matrix of the
data
 Y (please refer to Eq. (30) for constructing L).
 matrix
tr AL A T is the Laplacian term, which encourages samples
from the same class to have similar sparse codes and those
from different classes to have dissimilar sparse representations.
λ, α, and β are three regularization parameters.
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In this paper, we use a linear predictive classifier f (x, W ) =
W x and a quadratic loss function. Actually, this is the multivariate ridge regression [37]. For other classifiers, the resulting
optimization problem could still be solved but will be much
more involved. Then the optimization problem (3) can be
written as follows:
min H − W A2F + λW 2F ,
W,D

s.t.


1
β 
A = arg min Y − D A2F + αA1 + tr AL A T ,
A 2
2
Di 22 ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k},
(4)

where H = [h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h n ] ∈ Rc×m is the label matrix of
the data matrix Y and h i = [0, 0, · · · , 1, · · · , 0, 0]T ∈ Rc is
the label vector of the sample Yi , in which c is the number of
classes and the position j of 1 in h i is the class label of Yi . The
term H − W A2F denotes the classification error [5], [30].
By solving this optimization problem, a recognition-driven
dictionary D can be learnt.
B. Solving the Bilevel Optimization Problem
The stochastic subgradient descent algorithm [29] can be
used to solve the optimization problem (4), but its convergence
speed is relatively slow. Moreover, it is difficult to deduce the
subgradient of the upper level objective function with respect
to the dictionary D after implicitly representing W and A
with D. In this paper, we use ADM [32] to solve it after
some delicate reformulation.
We consider the lower level optimization:

1
β 
(5)
min Y − D A2F + αA1 + tr AL A T .
A 2
2
Let A = B − C, where B ∈ Rk×n and C ∈ Rk×n are two
nonnegative matrices such that B takes all the positive entries
in A and the remaining entries of B are set to 0, while C does
the same for the negative entries in A (after negation). Then
problem (5) can be transformed into the following problem:

1
β 
Y − D(B − C)2F + tr (B − C)L(B − C)T
min
B,C
2
2
+αekT (B + C)en ,
s.t. B ≥ 0, C ≥ 0,
(6)
where ek ∈ Rk×1 and en ∈ Rn×1 are two all-one vectors.
B ≥ 0 denotes that all the elements in matrix B are nonnegative. C ≥ 0 has the same meaning. It should be pointed out
that these two problems are equivalent.
Let Z = [B; C] ∈ R2k×n and P = [I, −I ] ∈ Rk×2k , in
which I ∈ Rk×k is the identity matrix, then we have A =
B − C = P Z . Problem (6) can be rewritten as follows:

β 
1
T
Y − D P Z 2F + αe2k
min
Z en + tr P Z L Z T P T ,
Z
2
2
s.t. Z ≥ 0,
(7)
where e2k ∈ R2k×1 is an all-one vector.
Problem (7) is a convex problem, since its objective function
is a sum of three convex functions and hence convex, and
its constraint is a convex set. On the other hand, for any
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convex optimization problem with differentiable objective and
constraint functions, KKT conditions are not only the necessary condition but also the sufficient condition of optimal
solution [38]. Thus, if Z ∗ is an optimal solution to problem (7),
Z ∗ must meet the KKT conditions of (7). Conversely, if Z ∗
meets the KKT conditions, then it is an optimal solution. So
we can replace problem (7) with its KKT conditions. Write
down the Lagrangian function of problem (7):
L1 (Z , M) =


1
β 
Y − D P Z 2F + tr P Z L Z T P T
2
 2 
T
+αe2k Z en + tr M T Z ,
(8)

where M ∈ R2k×n is the Lagrange multiplier matrix and M
satisfies the constraint M ≤ 0. Since the constructed L is a
symmetric matrix (please refer to Eq. (30)), we can obtain the
KKT conditions of problem (7) as follows:


P T D T D P Z − P T D T Y + α E + β P T P Z L + M = 0,
(9)
M  Z = 0, Z ≥ 0, M ≤ 0,

where E ∈ R2k×n is an all-one matrix.
Then we can replace the lower level optimization (5) with
its KKT conditions (9) and obtain the following equivalent
model:
min

W,Z ,M,D

H − W P Z 2F + λW 2F ,
P T D T D P Z − P T D T Y +α E +β P T P Z L+M = 0,

s.t.

M  Z = 0,
Di 22

Z ≥ 0, M ≤ 0,

≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}.

(10)

The above problem is a unilevel optimization, hence can be
solved by ADM. Since ADM does not enforce the constraints
in each iteration (the constraints are exactly fulfilled only
when convergence), this could be interpreted as that we do
not have to solve the lower level optimization exactly in
each iteration. As we can see, by ADM each variable can
be updated with a closed form solution, rather than iteratively
solving the lower level problem at a reasonably high precision
as the (sub)gradient descent method does. Moreover, it is
unnecessary to deduce the subgradient of the upper level
objective function with respect to the dictionary D. So our new
method is both faster and much simpler than the subgradient
descent method.
To apply ADM, we first introduce two auxiliary variables
X and S to update variables easily. The optimization problem (10) can be rewritten as
min

W,Z ,M,X,S,D

s.t.

H − W P Z 2F + λW 2F ,
P T D T D P Z − P T D T Y +α E +β X L + M = 0,
M  S = 0, P T P Z − X = 0, Z − S = 0,
S ≥ 0, M ≤ 0,
Di 22 ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k}.

(11)
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The augmented Lagrangian function of problem (11) is:
L2 (W, Z , M, X, S, D, R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , μ)
= H − W P Z 2F + λW 2F

+ R1 , P T D T D P Z − P T D T Y + α E + β X L + M

+ R2 , M  S + R3 , P T P Z − X + R4 , Z − S
μ
+ P T D T D P Z − P T D T Y + α E + β X L + M2F
2

μ
M  S2F +P T P Z − X2F +Z − S2F , (12)
+
2


where A, B = tr A T B , R1 ∼ R4 are Lagrange multipliers,
and μ > 0 is the penalty parameter.
ADM updates the variables W, Z , M, S, X, and D alternately in each iteration, by minimizing the augmented
Lagrangian function L2 with other variables fixed. Firstly, we
update the parameter matrix W of the linear classifier.
W = H Z T P T (P Z Z T P T + λI )−1 .

Algorithm 1 Solving the Bilevel Model for Discriminative
Dictionary Learning (BMDDL) via ADM

(13)

Then, we update Z , M, S, and X in turn. More specifically,
the iteration goes as follows:


Z = 2P T W T W P +2μP T D T D D T D P +2μP T P +xμI −1
× 2P T W H − μP T D T D P(−P T D T Y + α E + β X L
+M + R1 /μ) − P T P(R3 − μX) − R4 + μS .
(14)
M = −((S  R2 /μ + P D D P Z − P D Y + α E
T

× +β X L + R1 /μ)

T

T

T

(S  S + E)) ,

(15)

where (·) is an operator that projects a matrix onto the
nonnegative cone, which can be defined as follows:

X i j , if X i j ≥ 0;
(X i j ) =
(16)
0,
otherwise.
As for X and S, actually we can view (X, S) as a large
block of variables. We can update (X, S) by minimizing the
augmented Lagrangian function L2 , which naturally splits
into subproblems for X and S, respectively, since X and S
are independent on each other in this minimization problem.
Accordingly, we update these two variables as follows:
X = P T P Z + R3 /μ − β(P T D T D P Z − P T D T Y
−1

+ α E + M + R1 /μ)L T β 2 L L T + I
,
S =  ((Z + R4 /μ − M  R2 /μ)

(17)

(M  M + E)). (18)

Now we focus on solving for D. We need to solve the
following problem:
D = arg min ψ(D).
D∈

(19)

where  = {D | Di 22 ≤ 1, i = 1, · · · , k} and
T

+ R1 /μ2F .

T

where D is the previously computed value of D, the step size
γ is chosen by the Armijo rule [40], and  is the projection
onto .
The detailed optimization procedure of BMDDL is presented in Algorithm 1. The detailed deductions of the updates
of W , Z , M, X, S, and D can be found in Supplementary
Material.
C. Classification

ψ(D) = P D D P Z − P D Y + α E + β X L + M
T

The problem (19) is a quartic polynomial minimization problem. It is difficult to compute its exact solution. So we use the
projected gradient descent method [39] to update D:


(21)
D =  D − γ ∇ψ( D) ,

T

(20)

When (11) is solved, we obtain a recognition-driven dictionary D and sparse codes A = P Z of training samples.
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Given a testing sample y, we first compute its sparse representation:
β 
1
a ∗ = arg min y − Da2F + αa1 +
qi a − Ai 22 ,
a 2
2

Algorithm 2 Solving Problem (5) for Initializing Z 0 via ADM

i∈Ns (y)

(22)
where Ns (y) denotes the set of s nearest neighbors of y. Note
that the s nearest neighbors are chosen from training samples
Y . qi is the weight between training sample Yi and y. Ai is the
sparse code of the i th sample Yi . α and β are regularization
parameters. Actually, problem (22) is the vector form of the
lower level problem (5). The values of α and β in problem (22)
are the same as those in model (5), respectively. In this way,
the sparse code learning problems in the training and the
testing phases are consistent.
Problem (22) can be further written as follows:
1
a ∗ = arg min OV DT a − O −1 V DT ỹ2F + αa1 ,
a 2
where O = (

T
D

D +β

1

qi I ) 2 , ỹ = D T y+β

i∈Ns (y)

(23)
qi A i ,

i∈Ns (y)

and U D D V DT is the full singular value decomposition (SVD)
of D. Therefore, we can apply any algorithm solving a LASSO
problem, such as [12], [41], and [42], to solve (23). As
LC-KSVD [5] and TDDL [30] did, we use the LARS [41]
algorithm to solve (23) in this paper. Finally, we simply use
the learnt linear classifier to estimate the label of a ∗ :
j ∗ = arg max (W ∗ a ∗ ) j ,
j

(24)

where W ∗ is the parameter matrix of the learnt linear classifier.

We update A, J , and G in turn. Note that we can also view
(J, G) as a large block of variables since J and G are independent on each other in this minimization problem. Accordingly,
we can update these three variables in the following way:


1
(J + G − (R5 + R6 )/μ) ,
A = Sα/(μ)
(27)
2
where S (x) = sgn(x)max(|x| − , 0) is the hard thresholding
operator [43], and
−1



T
T
T
+
μI
V
Y
+
μA
+
R
D
, (28)
J = VD
D
5
D
D
G = (μA + R6 )VL (

D. Initialization
In Algorithm 1, we need to initialize D 0 , Z 0 , S 0 , X 0 , and
0
M first. Following LC-KSVD [5] and TDDL [30], we use
several iterations of KSVD to learn a dictionary for each
class and combine these small dictionaries together to form
a dictionary D 0 .
However, initializing Z 0 needs a little more effort. We
initialize A0 by solving problem (5), then we can compute
Z 0 = P † A0 . We also adopt the ADM method [32] to solve (5).
Firstly, we introduce two auxiliary variables J and G in order
to update variables easily:
min

A,J,G

s.t.

1
β
Y − D J 2F + αA1 + tr(G LG T ),
2
2
A = J, A = G.
(25)

Then the augmented Lagrangian function of problem (25) can
be formulated as follows:
L3 (A, J, G, R5 , R6 ) =

1
β
Y − D J 2F +αA1 + tr(G LG T )
2
2
μ
+ A − J, R5 + A − J 2F
2
μ
+ A−G, R6 + A − G2F , (26)
2

where R5 and R6 are Lagrange multipliers.

T
D VD

L

+ μI )−1 VLT ,

(29)

T
L VL

and VL
are the full SVD of D and
where U D
β(L + L T )/2, respectively.
The procedure for solving problem (5) is described in
Algorithm 2. The detailed deductions of the updates of A,
J , and G can be found in Supplementary Material. After
initializing Z 0 , we can initialize S 0 = Z 0 , X 0 = P T P Z 0 ,
and M 0 = P T (D 0 )T Y − P T (D 0 )T D 0 P Z 0 − α E − β X 0 L.
E. Convergence Analysis
There is no theoretical convergence support when we apply
ADM to solve problem (11). Typically, ADM for less than
three blocks of variables usually converges when the problem
is convex. Recently, some scholars propose theories to extend
the scope of the convergence of ADM. For example, Hong
and Luo [44] point out that ADM with K (K ≥ 3) blocks
of variables can converge when minimizing the sum of two
or more nonsmooth convex separable functions which are
subject to linear constraints. Hong et al. [45] also prove
that ADM is convergent for a family of sharing problems,
regardless of the number of blocks or the convexity of the
objective function. Those works have extended the scope of
ADM with theoretical guarantee. However, as for more complex optimization problems, which contain nonlinear equality
constraints, are nonconvex and have K (K ≥ 3) blocks of
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Fig. 1. Two examples of BMDDL minimization process, on Extended YaleB
and Fifteen Scene Categories, respectively.

variables, there is no theory that supports the convergence of
ADM. But this does not mean that ADM cannot converge.
Boyd et al. [46] point out that when solving nonconvex
problems by ADM, ADM may not converge, but when it does
converge, it will possibly have better convergence properties
than other local optimization methods. On the other hand,
many scholars have also adopted ADM to solve nonconvex
problems with nonlinear equality constraints and more than
three blocks of variables, and they report state-of-the-art
experimental results, such as [7]. To illustrate the convergence
of ADM in solving problem (11), we conduct experiments and
report in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) the objective value L2 on Extended
YaleB [47] and Fifteen Scene Categories [48], respectively.
We can see that the objective values reduce reasonably well.
IV. U NILEVEL , B ILEVEL AND M ULTI - LEVEL
In this section, we first discuss in more detail the advantages
of bilevel models over unilevel ones, then we generalize to
multi-level models.
As we have mentioned in Section II-B, most supervised
methods directly incorporate discriminative term F(D, A, S)
into the objective functions of unsupervised methods and
the general supervised dictionary learning model can be
formulated as (2). Such a mechanism leads to two
drawbacks.
1) Undoubtedly, in recognition tasks, the classification error
is our ultimate goal and we need to minimize it directly.
However, these unilevel model based supervised methods [4],
[5], [8], [18]–[23] minimize combinations of the reconstruction error and the discriminative terms, such as the classification error. In this way, the learnt dictionary is an optimal
dictionary to the combined terms, rather than the classification
error. Accordingly, the performance on recognition tasks may
be compromised. On the contrary, bilevel models can overcome this drawback as they directly minimize the classification
error. The upper level minimizes the classification loss, while
the lower level characterizes the intrinsic data structure. The
objective of lower level is subordinate to that of the upper
level. Therefore, bilevel models achieve an overall optimality in that the dictionary learning is directly connected to
recognition.
2) Another drawback of those unilevel model based methods [4], [5], [18], [20], [21], [23] is that the problems
for computing the sparse codes in the training and the

testing phases are different, making the models inconsistent.
These methods for recognition tasks can be sketched in three
steps. Firstly, these supervised methods solve problem (2) to
learn a dictionary D, the sparse codes Atr of the training samples, and other variables S, such as the classifier parameters
in [4], [5], and [18]. Then, in the testing phase, since there
is no supervision information, those methods have to discard
the discriminative term F(D, A, S) in (2) and fix dictionary
D to compute the sparse codes At s of testing samples. Finally,
these methods feed the feature Atr of training samples into a
classifier to learn its parameters W , then use W to identify
the feature At s of testing samples. Or in [4], [5], and [18],
they directly use the previously learnt classifier S of (2) in
the training phase to classify testing samples. These methods
solve different problems to learn the sparse representations
Atr of training samples and the sparse representations At s of
testing samples. By this way, the new feature At s may not
be optimal for the classifier W or S which is learnt on the
feature Atr of training samples. In contrast, bilevel models do
not have the above problem. In the training phase, they solve
the lower level optimization problem to compute the sparse
representations Atr of training samples, and in the testing
phase, they still use the lower level model to compute the
feature At s of testing samples. Thus, the classifier trained on
the feature Atr can perform on the feature At s of testing
samples. So, in bilevel models the problems for computing
the sparse codes in the training and the testing phases are
consistent.
One could easily think of models with multiple levels.
Then there are connections between bilevel models and supervised neural networks [49]–[51]. Both bilevel models and
supervised neural networks are multi-level recognition-driven
feature learning schemes. In recognition tasks, they both adopt
the classification loss as their optimization goal and at each
level, they both use a feature extractor, such as the lower
level problem (5) in BMDDL, to learn discriminative features
and feed them into the next level as input. But the feature
extractors used in bilevel models are much more complex
than those (linear mappings and nonlinear mappings) in neural
networks, so that there are no closed-form solutions for the
feature extractors. Please refer to Supplementary Material for
further details.
V. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our method on four different
types of databases: Extended YaleB [47] (for face recognition), Fifteen Scene Categories [48] (for scene classification),
Caltech 101 database [52] and Caltech 256 database [53] (for
object recognition), and UCF50 [54] and HMDB51 [55] (for
action recognition). As for the three parameters λ, α, and β
in BMDDL, we select λ from the set {0.0001, 0.001, · · · , 1}
and choose α and β from the sets {0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.01,
· · · , 1} and {0.0001, 0.0005, 0.001, · · · , 0.1}, respectively, in
all experiments. Following [5], the parameters in our model
are fixed for each database and determined by n-fold cross
validation on the training data. The detailed parameter settings
are presented in each experimental section. In the training
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phase, we construct the weight matrix Q as follows:

1, if samples Yi and Y j belong to the same class,
Qi j =
(30)
0, otherwise.

TABLE III
T HE R ECOGNITION R ATES (%) ON THE E XTENDED YALE B D ATABASE
(“S UP.” AND “U NSUP.” ARE S HORT FOR “S UPERVISED ” AND “U NSU PERVISED ”, R ESPECTIVELY )

Then we compute its corresponding Laplacian matrix L =
Q i j . In
T − Q, where T is a diagonal matrix and Tii =
j

the testing phase, we find s nearest neighbors from training
set for a testing sample. We set s = 5 and the weight qi = 1
(∀i ∈ Ns (·)) in all experiments.
In all the above recognition tasks, we compare our
method with supervised dictionary learning methods, including
D-KSVD [4], LRRDL [7], SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30],
LC-KSVD [5], DDL-PC [18], SRC [3], and unsupervised
methods, such as KSVD [1], LSC [17], and SDL [14].
In each specific task, we further compare with other stateof-the-art methods with similar framework for that task,
such as the classic locality-constrained linear coding (LLC)
method [35]. The platform is Matlab 2013a under Windows 8
on a PC equipped with a 3.4GHz CPU and 16GB memory.
Our code will be released.

A. Face Recognition
In this subsection, we conduct face recognition experiments
on the widely used Extended YaleB [47]. It consists of 2,414
cropped frontal face images of 38 people. Every image has
192 × 168 = 32, 256 pixels. There are between 59 and
64 images for each person. Following [5], we randomly
select half of the samples of each person for training and
the other half for testing. Since the dimension of the image
feature is too high, each image feature is projected onto a
504-dimensional vector with a randomly generated matrix [5].
We take the dimension-reduced feature to evaluate
D-KSVD [4], LRRDL [7], SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30],
LC-KSVD1 [5], LC-KSVD2 [5], SRC [3], KSVD [1],
SDL [14] and our method. Note that both LSC [17] and
LLC [35] use SIFT descriptors [57], so we downsample
these images by 4 such that the downsampled images can
still produce a certain amount of SIFT features. LSC and
LLC are the original LSC and LLC, respectively, while
LSC∗ and LLC∗ use Laplacian sparse coding and sparse
coding to encode the dimension-reduced feature, respectively.
The dictionary size is 570. We set λ = 0.001, α = 1, and
β = 0.005 in our method. Every experiment runs 10 times
and we report its average recognition rate.
The experimental results are summarized in Table III.
We can see that our method obtains the best recognition rate by
0.5% more than the runner-up. We also note that most supervised methods achieve better classification performance than
unsupervised methods, since supervised methods exploit the
class discriminative information to learn a more discriminative
dictionary for a specific task. Two of the discriminative sparse
codes extracted from the Extended YaleB are shown in Fig. 2.
We can see that the samples from the same class share a few
atoms in the dictionary to linearly approximate themselves,
which makes these features much easier to be identified.

Fig. 2.
Examples of sparse codes extracted from the Extended YaleB
database. Each waveform denotes a sum of absolute sparse codes for different
samples from the same class. Figures (a) and (b) correspond to two different
classes.

Fig. 3.

Examples of the Fifteen Scene Categories database.

B. Scene Classification
We use the Fifteen Scene Categories database [48] for scene
classification. As shown in Fig. 3, this database contains a wide
range of outdoor and indoor scenes, including office, kitchen,
street, and coast. The size of each image is roughly 250 × 300
pixels. Each category contains about 200 to 400 images.
When we evaluate our method and other related methods
on this database, we use the extracted features provided
by [5]. The features are computed as follows. Firstly, we
extract four-level spatial pyramid features, then encode these
features with a codebook of size 200. Since the feature dimension is too high, PCA is used to reduce the feature dimension
to 3, 000. As [5] and [48] did, we randomly select 100 samples per category as training data and use the remaining
samples for testing. For fairness, D-KSVD [4], LRRDL [7],
SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30], LC-KSVD [5], SRC [3],
KSVD [1], LSC∗ [17], SDL [14] and our method all use the
spatial pyramid features and dictionary size is set as 450. Note
that in [34], Lobel et al. use two kinds of features, HOG and
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TABLE IV

TABLE V

T HE R ECOGNITION R ATES (%) ON THE F IFTEEN S CENE C ATEGORIES
D ATABASE (“S UP.” AND “U NSUP.” ARE S HORT FOR “S UPERVISED ” AND
“U NSUPERVISED ”, R ESPECTIVELY )

T HE R ECOGNITION R ATES (%) ON THE C ALTECH 101 D ATABASE (“S UP.”
AND “U NSUP.” ARE S HORT FOR “S UPERVISED ” AND “U NSUPERVISED ”,
R ESPECTIVELY )

LBP. We set both the neighborhood size of LLC and LLC∗
as 30. We set λ = 0.0001, α = 0.001, and β = 0.0001 in our
method.
The detailed comparison results are summarized in
Table IV. Our method outperforms all the competing dictionary learning methods and other state-of-the-art methods.
Our method makes about 4.0% improvement over the runnerup. The confusion matrix of our method can be found in
Supplementary Material. There is no class that are classified
badly and the worst recognition rate is as high as 90.7%.

TABLE VI
T HE R ECOGNITION R ATES (%) ON THE C ALTECH 256 D ATABASE (“S UP.”
AND “U NSUP.” ARE SHORT FOR “S UPERVISED ” AND “U NSUPERVISED ”,
R ESPECTIVELY )

C. Object Recognition
In our experiments, Caltech 101 [52] and Caltech 256 [53]
are used to evaluate our method for object recognition.
1) Caltech 101: This database contains 9,146 images in
total and includes 101 object categories (such as airplane,
camera, face, ant, and piano) and an additional background
category for a total of 102 categories. The number of each
object category is between 31 to 800. The size of each image
is roughly 300 × 200 pixels.
Following the same settings as in [5] and [7], we test
our method with spatial pyramid features. We can take the
following measures to extract these features. Firstly, we extract
SIFT descriptors of 16 × 16 over a grid with a spacing of
8 pixels. Then, with three kind of grids with size 1 × 1,
2×2, and 4×4, we extract three-level spatial pyramid features
based on the computed SIFT features. Finally, we encode the
three-level spatial pyramid features with a codebook of size
1, 024. Since the feature dimension is too high, we reduce
the feature dimension to 1, 500 with PCA. Following the
common setup, we randomly select 30 samples per category
as training data and use the remaining samples for testing. The
detailed comparison results are reported in Table V. D-KSVD
[4], LRRDL [7], SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30], LC-KSVD [5],
SRC [3], KSVD [1], LSC∗ [17], SDL [14] and our method
all use the extracted spatial pyramid features. The dictionary
size is 3,060. LLC and LLC∗ both have 30 neighborhoods.
In BMDDL, we set λ = 1, α = 0.008, and β = 0.0001.
As Table V shows, our method achieves the best performance and makes about 2.9% improvement over the second
best except Lobel [34]. Note that in [34], Lobel et al. use

two kinds of features, HOG and LBP, while BMDDL only
use SIFT. BMDDL still outperforms Lobel [34]. It is worth
noting that in BMDDL, there are a total of sixteen classes that
achieve the 100% recognition rate.
2) Caltech 256: This database consists of 30,607 images
and splits between 256 distinct objects and a background
category. Caltech 256 contains from 80 to 827 images per
category. Compared with Caltech 101, it is more difficult due
to its much higher intra-class and object location variability.
Thus, we evaluate our method and other related methods with
the OverFeat feature [72], which is 4,096 dimensional.
Following the common experimental settings, we randomly
select 30 training images from each class and the remaining images are used for testing. For fairness, we evaluate
D-KSVD [4], LRRDL [7], SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30],
LC-KSVD [5], SRC [3], KSVD [1], LSC [17], SDL [14]
and our method with OverFeat features and set the dictionary
size as 3,855. LLC and LLC∗ have 30 and 15 neighborhoods,
respectively. We set λ = 1, α = 0.001, and β = 0.001 in our
method.
The detailed comparison results are reported in Table VI, in
which we compare our method with D-KSVD [4], LRRDL [7],
SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30], LC-KSVD1 [5], LC-KSVD2 [5],
SRC [3], KSVD [1], LSC [17], LLC [35], SDL [14] and other
state-of-the-art object recognition approaches, [17], [70]–[72].
As can be seen from Table VI, our method outperforms the
second best method by more than 0.7%.
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TABLE VIII
T HE R ECOGNITION R ATES (%) ON THE HDBM51 DATABASE (“S UP.”
AND “U NSUP.” ARE S HORT FOR “S UPERVISED ” AND “U NSUPERVISED ”,
R ESPECTIVELY )

Fig. 4. Samples of action recognition databases. (a) Samples of the UCF50
database. (b) Samples of the HMDB51 database.

TABLE VII
T HE R ECOGNITION R ATES (%) ON THE UCF50 D ATABASE (“S UP.” AND
“U NSUP.” ARE S HORT FOR “S UPERVISED ” AND “U NSUPERVISED ”,
R ESPECTIVELY )

D. Action Recognition
Finally, we test our method and other related methods
for action recognition on the UCF50 database [54] and the
HMDB51 database [55].
1) UCF50: The UCF50 database is one of the largest action
recognition databases, consisting of realistic videos taken from
YouTube. It contains 50 action categories with a total of 6,617
action videos and the categories are Baseball Pitch, Basketball
Drumming, Biking, Diving, Tennis Swing, etc. Fig. 4 (a)
shows some examples from this database.
For the UCF50 database, we use the action feature representations1 [77] to evaluate our method and related methods.
As the dimension of action feature is very high, we use
PCA to reduce the feature dimension to 1,500. Then we
take the dimension-reduced feature to evaluate our method,
D-KSVD [4], LRRDL [7], SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30],
LC-KSVD1 [5], LC-KSVD2 [5], SRC [3], KSVD [1],
LSC [17], and SDL [14]. We follow the common experiment
settings in [74]–[77] and test these methods with the fivefold group-wise cross-validation methodology. The dictionary
size is 1,500. When we evaluate LSC∗ and LLC∗ , we use the
original LSC and LLC methods to encode the action feature,
respectively. The neighborhood number of LLC∗ is 30. In our
method, we set λ = 0.001, α = 0.01, and β = 0.001.
The detailed comparison results are summarized in
Table VII. Our result is better than the competing dictionary learning methods and other state-of-the-art methods. Our
method makes about 5.6% improvement over the runner-up.
1 UCF50 feature:
actionbank.

http://www.cse.buffalo.edu/^jcorso/r/

2) HMDB51: The recently released HMDB51 is another
large dataset for action recognition. It contains 6,849 clips
divided into 51 action categories and each category contains
a minimum of 101 clips. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), it consists
of not only body movements but also facial actions, such as
smile, laugh, chew, talk, and eat, which make it more difficult
to be recognized.
We also employ the dimension-reduced action feature representations2 [77] to evaluate D-KSVD [4], LRRDL [7],
SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30], LC-KSVD1 [5], LC-KSVD2 [5],
SRC [3], KSVD [1], LSC [17], SDL [14], and our method.
The feature dimension is also 1,500. We follow the evaluation
protocol of [55], [77], and [80]–[82], i.e., use three train/test
splits, each with 70 training and 30 testing samples per class.
The neighborhood number of LLC∗ is 30. The dictionary size
is 1,530. We set λ = 0.01, α = 0.01, and β = 0.0005 in our
method. From Table VIII, we can see that our method obtains
the best recognition rate by 2.0% more than the second best.
We also conduct experiments on the six testing databases to
evaluate the performance of our method with different dictionary sizes. The experimental settings are as described in the
above subsections, respectively. In the experiments, we evaluate our method, D-KSVD, TDDL, LC-KSVD1, LC-KSVD2,
SRC, and KSVD. The experimental results are summarized
in Fig. 5. We can see that with different dictionary sizes, our
method consistently outperforms other six competing methods
on all the six databases. These results clearly demonstrate that
BMDDL is able to learn a more discriminative dictionary.
Fig. 5 also demonstrates that supervised methods usually
achieve better classification performance than unsupervised
methods, especially when the dictionary size is small and the
testing database is challenging. We also note that when the
dictionary size reaches a certain scale, the recognition rate will
not have a noticeable increase. However, the computing would
be expensive when the dictionary size becomes large. Therefore, choosing an appropriate scale of dictionary is important
for both achieving a good recognition performance and saving
computation time. Note that TDDL [30] is also a bilevel model
based dictionary learning method and it replaces the Laplacian
term tr(AL A T ) in problem (4) with a regularization A2F .
From Tables III∼VIII and Fig. 5, BMDDL achieves better
2 HMDB51 feature: http://www.cse.buffalo.edu/^jcorso/r/
actionbank.
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Fig. 5. Performance on the six testing databases with varying dictionary sizes. (a) Extended YaleB. (b) 15 Scene Categories. (c) Caltech 101. (d) Caltech
256. (e) UCF50. (f) HMDB51.
TABLE IX
T HE AVERAGE T RAINING T IME (S ECONDS ) ON THE S IX D ATABASES (“S UP.” AND “U NSUP.” ARE S HORT FOR “S UPERVISED ” AND “U NSUPERVISED ”,
R ESPECTIVELY )

TABLE X
T HE AVERAGE T ESTING T IME (S ECONDS ) ON THE S IX D ATABASES (“S UP.” IS S HORT FOR “S UPERVISED ”)

performance than TDDL on the six benchmarks, which also
demonstrates the advantages of the Laplacian regularization
that encourages similar samples to have similar sparse codes.
E. Comparison of Computation Time
In the above subsections, we have compared our method
with other state-of-the-art methods in terms of the recognition
rate. In this subsection, we compare the average training
and testing time of our method with those of D-KSVD [4],
LRRDL [7], SLRRDL [7], TDDL [30], LC-KSVD1 [5],
LC-KSVD2 [5], SRC [3], KSVD [1], and SDL [14] on
the six testing databases. It should be pointed out that the
experimental settings in this subsection are as described in the
above subsections, respectively. The training time is defined
as the time spent on training parameters of a model (it mainly
contains the time for learning a dictionary). The testing time
is the time from inputting a test sample to outputting its label.
The average training time and testing time are computed as the
training and testing time divided by the numbers of training
samples and testing samples, respectively. Note that SRC has
no training time and only has testing time, since it only
needs to represent a testing sample as a linear combination
of dictionary atoms, then uses the representation coefficients
for recognition.
Table IX reports the average training time of these methods.
LC-KSVD1, LC-KSVD2, and our method are the three fastest

approaches. These three methods are about four times faster
than the fourth fastest method on the Extended YaleB and
roughly two times faster than the fastest of other methods on
Caltech 101 and Caltech 256. They are also at least more
than ten times faster than other compared methods on the
remaining three databases. Note that all the methods cost much
more training time on Caltech 101 and Caltech 256 than other
databases. The reason is that the size of these two databases is
large and it will be much more computationally expensive for
each iteration. Note that TDDL [30] replaces the Laplacian
term tr(AL A T ) in problem (4) with a regularization A2F ,
which results in a subproblem that is easier to solve for the
subgradient with respect to D via implicit differentiation. From
Table IX, we can see that though our optimization method
solves a more complex problem, our method is still faster than
TDDL, which demonstrates that our optimization method runs
faster than the stochastic subgradient descent algorithm.
The average testing time on the six databases are summarized in Table X. The testing phases of D-KSVD, LC-KSVD1,
LC-KSVD2, TDDL, KSVD and SDL are similar to ours.
Namely, these methods and our method all need to solve a
LASSO problem when they compute the sparse representation
of a testing sample. Since the testing databases are not very
large, compared with the time for solving a LASSO problem,
the time for computing k nearest neighbors in our method can
be negligible. So we only select LRRDL, SLRRDL, and SRC
as our competitors. Table X shows that our method is the
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TABLE XI
T HE C OMPARISON OF R ECOGNITION R ATES (%) B ETWEEN U NILEVEL
AND B ILEVEL ON F OUR D ATABASES (“U NI .” AND “B I .” ARE S HORT
FOR “U NILEVEL” AND “B ILEVEL”, R ESPECTIVELY. “YALE B” AND
“15 S CENE ” D ENOTE “E XTENDED YALE B” AND “15 S CENE
C ATEGORIES ”, R ESPECTIVELY )

fastest. It is about two times faster than the second fastest
method, LRRDL, on the six testing databases. It is more
than two times faster than SRC on the Extended YaleB and
15 Scene Categories database and at least ten times faster than
SRC on the remaining four databases.
F. Comparison Between Unilevel and Bilevel
To verify the advantages of bilevel model based method,
we compare BMDDL with DDL-PC [18], and our unilevel
model UMDDL, whose objective function is a combination
of those of BMDDL. As previously mentioned, DDL-PC also
incorporates a Laplacian term with a linear classifier to jointly
learn a discriminative dictionary and a classifier. However,
DDL-PC is unilevel. Its training model can be found in Table II
in Section II-B, and its testing model is problem (22) after
discarding the Laplacian term, i.e., setting β = 0. The training
model of UMDDL is the same as DDL-PC, while the testing
model is problem (22). DDL-PC uses the feature-sign search
algorithm [12] to optimize its model, while UMDDL employs
ADM. We summarize their experimental results on Extended
YaleB, 15 Scene Categories, Caltech 101, and Caltech 256 in
Table XI. The experimental settings in this subsection are as
described in the above subsections, respectively. We can see
that BMDDL outperforms both DDL-PC and UMDDL, since
as we mentioned in Section IV, our bilevel model, BMDDL,
directly minimizes the classification loss and its models for
computing sparse codes in the training and the testing phases
are consistent.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We propose a novel bilevel model based discriminative
dictionary learning method for recognition tasks. Unlike other
supervised dictionary learning methods that optimize the combination of the reconstruction error, the sparsity of representation, and other discriminative terms, our method directly
minimizes the classification error at the upper level. The lower
level optimizes the reconstruction error and group sparsity of
representation. The lower level is subordinate to the upper
one, rather than in parallel. In this way, the learnt dictionary
may be optimal for recognition and it preserves the structure
information of data at the same time. Moreover, the problems
for computing the sparse codes in the training and the testing
phases can be the same, making a consistent learning model.
Finally, we propose a novel method to solve our bilevel optimization problem. We utilize the KKT conditions and ADM
to reformulate our model and solve the equivalent model,
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respectively. Extensive experimental results demonstrate that
our method obtains better classification results than other dictionary learning methods and some task-specific recognition
methods, even with a simple linear classifier.
In the future, in the same spirit we will use more sophisticated classification losses, instead of the ridge regression classification error, at the upper level to learn more discriminative
dictionaries for recognition tasks. We will also explore the
convergence issue of ADM when applying it to nonconvex
optimization problems that have nonlinear linear constraints
and K ≥ 3 blocks of variables.
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